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Dynamic EarthDynamic Earth

GG 10GG 1011

Instructor:  Brian PoppInstructor:  Brian Popp
Office:     POST 720Office:     POST 720
Phone:Phone: 956956--62066206
email:email: popp@hawaii.edupopp@hawaii.edu
OfficeOffice TT--ThTh 1:15 1:15 -- 2:15 pm2:15 pm
Hours:Hours: and by appointmentand by appointment
Course webpage: Course webpage: 
http://www.soest.hawaii.edu/GG/FACULTY/POPP/GG101.htmlhttp://www.soest.hawaii.edu/GG/FACULTY/POPP/GG101.html

Textbook webpage: Textbook webpage: 
http://www.mygeoscienceplace.comhttp://www.mygeoscienceplace.com

Class ID = cm284806Class ID = cm284806
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Text: Text: 

Dynamic EarthDynamic Earth

Dynamic EarthDynamic Earth
Course ObjectivesCourse Objectives

Learn about Learn about the Earththe Earth, , itsits origin origin and and 
evolution, evolution, and how human activities and how human activities 
affect affect itit
Overview of theOverview of the ggeologyeology of Hawaii of Hawaii 
and local environmental issuesand local environmental issues
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Dynamic EarthDynamic Earth GoalsGoals
To present knowledge that will be To present knowledge that will be 
useful for life, whether forming useful for life, whether forming 
opinions on environmental issues, opinions on environmental issues, 
selecting a home site or other selecting a home site or other 
property, evaluating a business, or property, evaluating a business, or 
appreciating and understanding your appreciating and understanding your 
surroundings. surroundings. 

Dynamic EarthDynamic Earth GoalsGoals
To prepare you to consider many To prepare you to consider many 
environmental issues facing society, environmental issues facing society, 
such as resource utilization, water such as resource utilization, water 
use and conservation, and landuse and conservation, and land--use use 
planning. planning. 
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Dynamic EarthDynamic Earth
Course StructureCourse Structure

Lecture, Reading, Lecture, Reading, Videos, Videos, DisDiscussioncussion
Read the text Read the text beforebefore classclass

Complete onComplete on--line chapter test before classline chapter test before class
Late tests will not be acceptedLate tests will not be accepted
www.mygeoscienceplace.comwww.mygeoscienceplace.com click on chapter click on chapter 
test and submit answers before classtest and submit answers before class

Lecture notes available before class on Lecture notes available before class on 
web siteweb site
Time for questions at the beginning of Time for questions at the beginning of 
classclass

Field TripsField Trips

Big Island tripBig Island trip
O`ahuO`ahu field tripsfield trips
Field trips are optionalField trips are optional

I strongly encourage participationI strongly encourage participation
Extra credit will be given for field trip Extra credit will be given for field trip 
participationparticipation
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Field TripsField Trips
Big Island Field TripBig Island Field Trip

Leave Friday afternoonLeave Friday afternoon
Return Sunday afternoonReturn Sunday afternoon
Cost ~$175 plus airfareCost ~$175 plus airfare

$175 covers lodging, transportation and some $175 covers lodging, transportation and some 
food on Big Islandfood on Big Island
You will need to purchase your own airline ticket You will need to purchase your own airline ticket 
and dinnersand dinners
Will need nonWill need non--refundable deposit soonrefundable deposit soon

Field TripsField Trips
Big Island Field TripBig Island Field Trip

Plan to visit KilaueaPlan to visit Kilauea
Watch lava flow into the oceanWatch lava flow into the ocean
Hike Mauna Hike Mauna UluUlu
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Field TripsField Trips
O`ahuO`ahu Field Trips Field Trips ---- No CostNo Cost

Option of three tripsOption of three trips
Roughly early October, late October Roughly early October, late October 
and early Decemberand early December
Exact dates unknownExact dates unknown
Saturday 9:00 am Saturday 9:00 am –– 4:00 pm4:00 pm

Dynamic EarthDynamic Earth GradingGrading

OnOn--line chapter testsline chapter tests –– 2525%%
2 Mid2 Mid--termterm ExamsExams –– 25% each25% each
Final Exam Final Exam –– 25%25%
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Let me know ASAP if you are Let me know ASAP if you are 
going to miss an examgoing to miss an exam
No makeNo make--up exams up exams –– will use will use 
average of other 2 examsaverage of other 2 exams

Dynamic EarthDynamic Earth GradingGrading

What is Geology?What is Geology?

Geology is the study of the EarthGeology is the study of the Earth

Geology is a science...Geology is a science...

...just like chemistry and physics!...just like chemistry and physics!
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What is What is different about different about Geology?Geology?

GGeologists face the special challenge eologists face the special challenge 
of not being able to do experiments of not being able to do experiments 
in the sense that chemists and in the sense that chemists and 
physicists do.physicists do.

The problem of experimentsThe problem of experiments
GGeologists are interested systemseologists are interested systems that that 
are:are:

(1) Very Big (1) Very Big (hundreds of km) (hundreds of km) andand

(2) H(2) Have evolved over long periods of ave evolved over long periods of 
time (millions of years)time (millions of years)
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The problem of experimentsThe problem of experiments
So,So, geologists geologists cannot conduct cannot conduct 
controlled experiments. controlled experiments. 

They mustThey must observe the results of observe the results of 
NatureNature’’s experiments that are already s experiments that are already 
complete.complete.

TIMETIME
The big difference between geology and The big difference between geology and 
other sciences  (Not much happens other sciences  (Not much happens 
geologically in a human lifetime!)geologically in a human lifetime!)

Rates of geologic processes:  ~ cm/yearRates of geologic processes:  ~ cm/year

Big earthquakes may displace the ground Big earthquakes may displace the ground 
several meters in a few seconds, but they several meters in a few seconds, but they 
occur only every 500 years or sooccur only every 500 years or so (in a (in a 
given location)given location)..
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TIMETIME

The rates of geologic processes are The rates of geologic processes are 
almost always slower than the rates of almost always slower than the rates of 
human effects on the environment.human effects on the environment.

Geologists use millions of years as the Geologists use millions of years as the 
standard unit of time:standard unit of time:

Ma   =  million years agoMa   =  million years ago

m.ym.y. = an interval of time (million years) . = an interval of time (million years) 

Some Some 
geologic geologic 

features take features take 
millions of millions of 

years to form.years to form.
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Others take Others take 
seconds!seconds!

GeologyGeology In The NewsIn The News

Manoa FloodManoa Flood
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GeologyGeology In The NewsIn The News

Manoa FloodManoa Flood

RockfallsRockfalls and landslidesand landslides
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GeologyGeology In The NewsIn The News

Earthquake/tsunami in AsiaEarthquake/tsunami in Asia

RockfallsRockfalls and landslidesand landslides

Coastal erosionCoastal erosion
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What What Issues Does Issues Does GeologyGeology AddressAddress??

Natural hazardsNatural hazards
VolcanoesVolcanoes
LandslidesLandslides
EarthquakesEarthquakes
TsunamisTsunamis
FloodsFloods
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What What Issues Does Issues Does GeologyGeology AddressAddress??

Land use issuesLand use issues
Where to locate land fillsWhere to locate land fills
Where to locate new subdivisions, Where to locate new subdivisions, 
highways, etc.highways, etc.

What What IIsssues Doessues Does GeologyGeology AddressAddress??

Human impacts on the environmentHuman impacts on the environment
GroundwaterGroundwater
Waste disposalWaste disposal
Extractive industries (mining, petroleum Extractive industries (mining, petroleum 
production, etc.)production, etc.)
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What What Issues Does Issues Does GeologyGeology AddressAddress??

Global environmental issuesGlobal environmental issues
Climate change Climate change —— how badly are how badly are 
human activities causing global human activities causing global 
warming?warming?

What is Geology?What is Geology?

Geology is the study of the EarthGeology is the study of the Earth

Geology is a science...Geology is a science...

...just like chemistry and physics!...just like chemistry and physics!
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Scientific principlesScientific principles

The universe is sensible andThe universe is sensible and

governed by unchangeable rules.governed by unchangeable rules.

The scientific methodThe scientific method

2) Develop an explanation 
(hypothesis) that predicts the 
outcome of other observations 

or experiments.

1) Make an observation about 
the sensible world.
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The scientific method (cont.)The scientific method (cont.)

3a) Make new 3a) Make new 
experiments.experiments.

3b) Make new 3b) Make new 
observations.observations.

The scientific method (cont.)The scientific method (cont.)

4) Do the 4) Do the 
results match the results match the 
predictions of the predictions of the 

hypothesis ?hypothesis ?
yes

Reject the 
hypothesis

no

return to 
step 3

return to 
step 2
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Hypothesis Hypothesis -- Theory Theory -- LawLaw

A A hypothesishypothesis is an explanation initially is an explanation initially 
offered for a set of observations.offered for a set of observations.

When a hypothesis withstands many When a hypothesis withstands many 
tests it may be called a tests it may be called a theorytheory. . 

A theory for which there seem to be no A theory for which there seem to be no 
sensible reasons to challenge is called sensible reasons to challenge is called 
a a lawlaw..

UniformitarianismUniformitarianism

The present is the key to the past
—— James HuttonJames Hutton

Natural laws do not change Natural laws do not change ——
however, rates and intensity however, rates and intensity 
of processes may.of processes may.
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An Example:An Example:

Geologic TimeGeologic Time
andand

the Age of the Earththe Age of the Earth

Relative vs Absolute AgeRelative vs Absolute Age
Relative:  Rock Relative:  Rock ““AA”” is older (or is older (or 
younger) than rock younger) than rock ““BB””
Absolute = Absolute = TThe he exact exact age of a rock age of a rock 
((in yearsin years))
Usually geologists first establish Usually geologists first establish 
relative ages then try to get absolute relative ages then try to get absolute 
age datesage dates
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How can we figure out the How can we figure out the 
absolute absolute age of the Earth?age of the Earth?

LetLet’’s start with an easier problem: How s start with an easier problem: How 
old are the Hawaiian Islands?old are the Hawaiian Islands?

OOKK, a simpler problem: How old is , a simpler problem: How old is 
KilaueaKilauea volcanovolcano??

Kilauea
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The Age of KilaueaThe Age of Kilauea
We know Kilauea is growing.We know Kilauea is growing.
We know how big it is.We know how big it is.
If we can work out how If we can work out how fastfast it grows it grows 
we can just divide the volume by the we can just divide the volume by the 
growth rate to get the age.growth rate to get the age.
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Kilauea

Flows from last 20 years covered ~20% 
of Kilauea and are ~ 1-2 m thick

Kilauea

Kilauea is at least 5000 m above the 
adjacent sea floor
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(1 m / 5000 m)/20 yrs = 1/100,000 years
(2 m / 5000m)/20 yrs = 1/50,000 years
So, it took 50,000-100,000 years to 

build 20% of Kilauea 

Thus, it took 250,000-500,000 years 
to build all of Kilauea 

The Age of KilaueaThe Age of Kilauea

The Age of KilaueaThe Age of Kilauea

There are big uncertainties:There are big uncertainties:
How constant was the rate of eruption?How constant was the rate of eruption?
Since Kilauea is perched on the side of Since Kilauea is perched on the side of 
Mauna Loa, how much of the edifice is Mauna Loa, how much of the edifice is 
Kilauea and how much is Mauna Loa?Kilauea and how much is Mauna Loa?
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NowNow look at Oahu:look at Oahu:

How long did it take 
to build the Ko`olau
volcano?
Ko`olau was about 
twice as big as the 
current Kilauea, so 
~500,000 – 1 my

NowNow look at Oahu:look at Oahu:

How long did it 
take to erode 
Ko`olau volcano?

Are we able to tell 
how fast the island 
is eroding?
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We are in a big valley –
how long did it take to 
cut this valley?

Ko`olau volcano 
stopped erupting more 
than 1 million years 
ago

NowNow look look 
at at KauaiKauai::

Volcanism on 
Kauai stopped 
~2 million years 
ago

Waimea Valley is 
larger than 
Manoa Valley
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What assumptions have we made?What assumptions have we made?

Things happened the same way in Things happened the same way in 
the past as they do now (uniformity of the past as they do now (uniformity of 
process).process).
Things happened at the same speed Things happened at the same speed 
in the past as they do now (uniformity in the past as they do now (uniformity 
of rate).of rate).

Origin of solar systemOrigin of solar system
Pick a theory, any theory, but it must be consistent Pick a theory, any theory, but it must be consistent 

with these facts:with these facts:

1)  Planets all revolve around the Sun in the same 1)  Planets all revolve around the Sun in the same 
direction in nearly circular orbits.direction in nearly circular orbits.

2)  The angle between the axis of rotation and the 2)  The angle between the axis of rotation and the 
plane of orbit is small (except Uranus).plane of orbit is small (except Uranus).

3)  All planets (except Venus and Uranus) rotate in 3)  All planets (except Venus and Uranus) rotate in 
the same direction as their revolution; their the same direction as their revolution; their 
moons do, too.moons do, too.
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Origin of solar systemOrigin of solar system
4)  Each planet is roughly twice as far as the next inner planet4)  Each planet is roughly twice as far as the next inner planet is is 

from the Sun (the Titusfrom the Sun (the Titus--Bode rule).Bode rule).

5)  99.9 % of mass is in the Sun; 99 % of angular momentum is 5)  99.9 % of mass is in the Sun; 99 % of angular momentum is 
in the planets.in the planets.

6)  Planets in two groups:6)  Planets in two groups:

terrestrial (inner)terrestrial (inner): Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars   Mercury is : Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars   Mercury is 
mostly Fe (mostly Fe (ρρ = 5.4)                                    = 5.4)                                    

Jovian (outer)Jovian (outer):  Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune.  Jupiter :  Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune.  Jupiter 
mostly gas and ice ( mostly gas and ice ( ρρ = 0.7)  Pluto ????= 0.7)  Pluto ????

7)  Terrestrial planets are mostly O, Si, Fe, Mg.  The Sun is 7)  Terrestrial planets are mostly O, Si, Fe, Mg.  The Sun is 
almost entirely H & He (also important in Jovian planets).almost entirely H & He (also important in Jovian planets).

Nebular hypothesisNebular hypothesis
Primeval slowly rotating gas cloudPrimeval slowly rotating gas cloud
(nebula) condensed into several(nebula) condensed into several
discrete blobs. discrete blobs. 

fitsfits doesn't fitdoesn't fit
rotationrotation angular momentumangular momentum
massmass
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Collision hypothesisCollision hypothesis
Portions of the Sun were torn offPortions of the Sun were torn off
by a passing star: by a passing star: planetesimalsplanetesimals
then collided to form planets.then collided to form planets.

Problems:  gases coming fromProblems:  gases coming from
Sun would be too hot toSun would be too hot to
condense; stellar collisioncondense; stellar collision
exceedingly rare.exceedingly rare.

ProtoplanetProtoplanet hypothesis hypothesis 
Large gas cloud begins to condense.Large gas cloud begins to condense.

Most mass in the center, turbulence in outer Most mass in the center, turbulence in outer 
parts.parts.

Turbulent eddies collect matter meters Turbulent eddies collect matter meters 
across;  small chunks grow and collide, across;  small chunks grow and collide, 
eventually becoming large aggregates of gas eventually becoming large aggregates of gas 
and solid chunks.   and solid chunks.   
ProtoplanetsProtoplanets, much bigger than present , much bigger than present 
planets, eventually contracted due to their planets, eventually contracted due to their 
own gravity.own gravity.
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Evolution of the Solar System

Why worry about the beginning?Why worry about the beginning?

The evolutionary course is      The evolutionary course is      
significantly influenced by the significantly influenced by the 
initial state.initial state.

We know the state of the Earth We know the state of the Earth 
today relatively well; knowing today relatively well; knowing 
the beginning will help constrain the beginning will help constrain 
the in between.the in between.
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A Differentiating PlanetA Differentiating Planet

An Early Homogeneous EarthAn Early Homogeneous Earth
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Differentiation Differentiation 
BeginsBegins
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Relative Abundance of ElementsRelative Abundance of Elements

LithosphereLithosphere
HydrosphereHydrosphere
AtmosphereAtmosphere
BiosphereBiosphere
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Interacting Interacting 
Earth SystemsEarth Systems

Three types of rocksThree types of rocks

Igneous Igneous 

SedimentarySedimentary

MetamorphicMetamorphic

Igneous rocks make up most of the earth
sedimentary rocks make up most of the
surface.
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Major Rock GroupsMajor Rock Groups
IGNEOUS SEDIMENTARY METAMORPHIC

Igneous RocksIgneous Rocks

Rocks formed from the coolingRocks formed from the cooling
and consolidation of magma.and consolidation of magma.
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Intrusive
Granite
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Extrusive
Basalt

Rocks formed by the consolidation ofRocks formed by the consolidation of
fragments of previously existing rockfragments of previously existing rock
or chemically precipitated fromor chemically precipitated from
solution.solution.

Sedimentary RocksSedimentary Rocks
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From Weathering to Sedimentary RockFrom Weathering to Sedimentary Rock

Genesis of Sedimentary RocksGenesis of Sedimentary Rocks

Physical weatheringPhysical weathering:: reduction in reduction in 
sizesize
Chemical weatheringChemical weathering:: change in change in 
compositioncomposition
TransportationTransportation::

Solid particles ... Solid particles ... clasticsclastics by water, by water, 
wind, icewind, ice
Ions in solution ... chemicalIons in solution ... chemical
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How common are How common are 
sedimentary rocks? sedimentary rocks? 

Rocks whose original form hasRocks whose original form has
changed in the solid state due tochanged in the solid state due to
increased temperature and/orincreased temperature and/or
pressure.pressure.

Metamorphic rocksMetamorphic rocks
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Where does Metamorphism occur?Where does Metamorphism occur?

Regional Metamorphism

Where does Metamorphism occur?Where does Metamorphism occur?

Regional Metamorphism Contact Metamorphism
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TheThe
RockRock
CycleCycle


